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Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern LAR- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

ACELNRY felonious taking and removal of another's personal goods [n -CIES] 

ACEHLNR coniferous tree [adj] 

ACEHLRS coniferous tree [n] 

ADELRRS place where food is stored [n] 

ADEILRR resembling lard [adj] 

ADGILNR to coat with lard (melted fat of hogs) [v] 

ADLNORS thin slice of bacon or pork [n] 

ADLNOOR thin slice of bacon or pork [n -S] 

AEGLLRY of considerable size or quantity [adv] 

AEGLRSS generosity [n -ES] 

AEGLRST of considerable size or quantity [adj] 

AGHILRS somewhat large [adj] 

AAILRST to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

AAGILNR leather boot [n -S] 

AEKLRRS one that behaves playfully [n] 

AEIKLRR playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

AGIKLNR to behave playfully [v] 

AHIKLRS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

AGILNNR to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

ALPRRSU to beat or thrash [v] 
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ANSWERS 

LARCENY ACELNRY felonious taking and removal of another's personal goods [n -CIES] 

LARCHEN ACEHLNR LARCH, coniferous tree [adj] 

LARCHES ACEHLRS LARCH, coniferous tree [n] 

LARDERS ADELRRS LARDER, place where food is stored [n] 

LARDIER ADEILRR LARDY, resembling lard [adj] 

LARDING ADGILNR LARD, to coat with lard (melted fat of hogs) [v] 

LARDONS ADLNORS LARDON, thin slice of bacon or pork [n] 

LARDOON ADLNOOR lardon (thin slice of bacon or pork) [n -S] 

LARGELY AEGLLRY LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adv] 

LARGESS AEGLRSS generosity [n -ES] 

LARGEST AEGLRST LARGE, of considerable size or quantity [adj] 

LARGISH AGHILRS somewhat large [adj] 

LARIATS AAILRST LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LARIGAN AAGILNR leather boot [n -S] 

LARKERS AEKLRRS LARKER, one that larks (to behave playfully) [n] 

LARKIER AEIKLRR LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKING AGIKLNR LARK, to behave playfully [v] 

LARKISH AHIKLRS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARNING AGILNNR LARN, to learn (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [v] 

LARRUPS ALPRRSU LARRUP, to beat or thrash [v] 
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